Blue Key Speech and Debate Tournament Success

Rachel Brooks was the Champion in Dramatic and Humorous Interpretation; Danny Rego and James Stage were the Top Speakers in Public Forum Debate and Double Octofinalists; Luke Katler placed third in Humorous Interpretation and was a Quarter-Finalist in Duo; Justin Snow and Tyler Laurence placed fifth in Duo Interpretation; Tyler was a Quarter-Finalist in Dramatic and Impromptu Speaking; Andrew Dolberg placed sixth in Impromptu Speaking, was awarded Top Presiding Officer, and was a Semi-Finalist in Congress;

Following, is a listing of students who made elimination rounds in their events: Kalie Marsicano (Duo and Oratory), Joshua Sherman (LD Debate), Grant Ebenger (Spar Debate), Bijan Abae (Dramatic and Impromptu), Sarah Gordon (Oratory), Brian Oldak (Oratory and Duo), and Sean Oldak (Duo).